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(54) REFRIGERATOR

(57) The present invention relates to a refrigerator.
Specifically, the present invention relates to a refrigerator
having a storage member which can be drawn out from
a space in which an object to be refrigerated or frozen is
stored, and the present invention relates to a refrigerator
in which an opening of the storage member can be easily
opened and closed and the open area of the opening can
be expanded. One embodiment of the present invention
can provide a refrigerator comprising: a cabinet having
a storage space; a door for opening and closing the stor-
age space; a pair of support members, each provided at
each of both sides of the storage space; a storage mem-
ber which is provided between the pair of support mem-
bers and pushed in and drawn out along the support
member, and has an opening in the top surface so that
food is inserted therethrough; a shielding member, pro-
vided above the storage member, for shieling a rear por-
tion of the opening of the storage member; a cover mem-
ber which shields a front portion of the opening of the
storage member, is moved, as a result of the storage
member being pushed in or drawn out, in the opposite
direction to the direction in which the storage member is
moved, and is moved rearward between the shielding
member and the storage member when the storage

member is drawn out; and a driving unit connecting the
storage member and the cover member so as to make
same move together.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a refrigerator.
Specifically, the present invention relates to a refrigerator
having a storage member which can be drawn out of a
space in which an object to be refrigerated or frozen is
stored, and the present invention relates to a refrigerator
in which an opening of the storage member can be easily
opened or closed and an open area of the opening can
be expanded.

Background Art

[0002] In general, a refrigerator is a home appliance
for storing food in a storage space therein, which is shield-
ed by a door, and is configured to keep food in an optimal
state by cooling the inside of the storage space using the
cool air generated through heat exchange with a refrig-
erant that circulates a cooling cycle.
[0003] The refrigerator tends to be enlargement and
multifunction in accordance with change of food life and
various tastes of users, and a refrigerator configured to
have various spaces for use convenience of users and
have a convenience device is launching.
[0004] For example, the refrigerator of the related art
includes a rack partitioning a storage space up and down
and a drawer arranged below the rack and drawn out
toward a forward direction.
[0005] Meanwhile, the drawer applied to the refrigera-
tor of the related art forms a storage space opened up-
wardly, and is provided to insert or draw food into or out
of the storage space after the storage space is exposed
by the user by forward pulling the drawer to allow the
drawer to be drawn out.
[0006] At this time, since the exposed area of the stor-
age space of the drawer corresponds to the area where
the drawer is drawn out, the user should draw out the
drawer more and more to put storage goods having a big
volume or a long length into the drawer. Therefore, in-
convenience occurs in use of the drawer if the volume of
the storage goods is big when the user puts the storage
goods into the storage space of the drawer.

Disclosure

Technical Problem

[0007] An object of the present invention is to basically
solve the aforementioned problem.
[0008] Through one embodiment of the present inven-
tion, another object of the present invention is to provide
a refrigerator in which a storage member of which storage
space is exposed by movement is provided, and the stor-
age space is wider than the moving width of the storage
member.
[0009] Through one embodiment of the present inven-

tion, still another object of the present invention is to pro-
vide a refrigerator in which a moving direction of a storage
member is different from that of a cover member that
opens or closes a storage space of the storage member.
[0010] Through one embodiment of the present inven-
tion, further still another object of the present invention
is to provide a refrigerator in which an insertion operation
may be performed easily in a state a storage member is
drawn out.
[0011] Through one embodiment of the present inven-
tion, further still another object of the present invention
is to provide a refrigerator in which a cover member may
close a storage space of a storage member after the cov-
er member moves backward and then automatically
moves forward. In this case, a refrigerator is provided in
which a cover member may close a storage member even
though a user manipulates only the storage member with-
out manipulating the cover member.
[0012] Through one embodiment of the present inven-
tion, further still another object of the present invention
is to provide a refrigerator in which a front end of a cover
member ascends to enlarge an inlet area of a storage
member. Particularly, a refrigerator is provided in which
an inlet area of a storage member may be more enlarged
because a user’s eyes and hand approach to the inlet in
an oblique direction.

Technical Solution

[0013] To achieve the objects, according to one em-
bodiment of the present invention, a refrigerator compris-
es a cabinet having a storage space; a door for opening
and closing the storage space; a pair of support mem-
bers, each of which is provided at each of both sides of
the storage space; a storage member provided between
the pair of support members and inserted into and drawn
out along the support members, having an inlet on an
upper surface so that food is inserted therethrough; a
shielding member provided above the storage member,
for shieling a rear portion of the inlet of the storage mem-
ber; a cover member shielding a front portion of the inlet
of the storage member, moving in an opposite direction
of a moving direction of the storage member by inter-
working with insertion and draw-out operation of the stor-
age member and moving backward between the shield-
ing member and the storage member when the storage
member is drawn out; and a driving unit connecting the
storage member and the cover member so as to interwork
with each other.
[0014] The storage member may be provided to be
more protruded forward than the shielding member in a
state that the storage member is inserted.
[0015] The cover member may be provided to shield
a front portion of the inlet of the storage member more
protruded forward than the shielding member. Therefore,
the front portion of the inlet formed above the storage
member may be shielded by the cover member, and the
rear portion thereof may be shielded by the shielding
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member.
[0016] Preferably, an area spaced up and down is
formed between the shielding member and the storage
member so that the cover member may be inserted into
the spaced area. That is, the cover member may slidably
be inserted into the spaced area between the shielding
member and the storage member.
[0017] The shielding member may be any one of a
drawer assembly forming a separate storage space and
a rack on which food is mounted. A lower wall of the
drawer assembly or the rack may shield the inlet of the
storage member at the upper portion.
[0018] The driving unit may include a second gear as-
sembly coupled with the storage member, moving in the
same direction as that of the storage member when the
storage member is inserted or drawn out; a first gear
member coupled with the cover member, moving in the
same direction as that of the cover member; and a con-
nection gear rotatably provided between the second gear
assembly and the first gear member, connecting the sec-
ond gear assembly with the first gear member.
[0019] The second gear assembly may move in a sin-
gle body with the storage member, and the first gear
member may move in a single body with the cover mem-
ber.
[0020] Preferably, the second gear assembly, the first
gear member and the connection gear are provided out-
side the support members.
[0021] Preferably, the support members are provided
with a second slot for proving a passage where the sec-
ond gear assembly and the storage member are coupled
with each other, and a first slot for providing a passage
where the first gear member and the cover member are
coupled with each other. That is, an element provided
outside the support members and an element provided
inside the support members may be coupled with each
other through the slots. That is, a force may be delivered
between both elements.
[0022] The second gear assembly may be provided to
release coupling with the storage member as the storage
member is drawn out, so as to release interworking be-
tween the storage member and the cover member. That
is, the storage member and the second gear assembly
move forward together, and if the storage member is
drawn out to reach a preset distance, coupling between
the storage member and the second gear assembly may
be released. If coupling between the storage member
and the second gear assembly is released, the storage
member may be more drawn out in a state the coupling
with the second gear assembly is released.
[0023] The storage member and the second gear as-
sembly may again be coupled with each other as the
storage member is inserted in a state that the coupling
between the storage member and the second gear as-
sembly is released. In a state that the storage member
and the second gear assembly are coupled with each
other, the storage member and the second gear assem-
bly may move backward together.

[0024] The storage member may elastically be de-
formed as it is drawn out, so as to provide an elastic
member for providing an elastic restoring force in an in-
sertion direction of the storage member and a forward
moving direction of the cover member.
[0025] Preferably, one end of the elastic member is
fixed to the support members, and the other end of the
elastic member is fixed to the second gear assembly.
[0026] Therefore, the elastic member is elastically de-
formed if the second gear assembly moves forward. If
the coupling between the second gear assembly and the
storage member is released, the elastic member is main-
tained at the elastically deformed state. If the second
gear assembly and the storage member are again cou-
pled with each other as the storage member is manually
inserted, the storage member may be more inserted by
an elastic restoring force of the elastic member. At this
time, the cover member moves forward by means of the
elastic restoring force and then closes the inlet at the
front of the storage member. That is, the cover member
may automatically close the storage member even
though a user manipulates only the storage member with-
out manipulating the cover member.
[0027] The second gear assembly may include a sec-
ond gear member connected with the connection gear
by gear coupling; and a binding member rotatably cou-
pled to the second gear member and selectively coupled
with the storage member by rotation.
[0028] Preferably, the cover member includes a cover
body provided to ascend a front end when the cover
member moves backward, enlarging an area of the inlet.
[0029] Ascending of the front end of the cover member
more enlarges the area of the inlet. The storage member
may be at a position where a user’s hand and eyes may
approach toward a downward oblique direction. There-
fore, ascending of the front end of the cover member may
more enlarge the area of the inlet in a direction vertical
to the oblique direction.
[0030] Preferably, the cover body is supported in an
upper surface of the support members. Therefore, the
cover body slidably moves backward along the support
members and at the same time the front end may ascend.
[0031] Preferably, the upper surface of the support
members is formed as an upwardly convex curved sur-
face, and the cover body is formed as an upwardly convex
curved surface to be matched with the upwardly convex
curved surface of the support members in shape.
Through the curved surfaces, the area of the inlet may
be increased and the cover member may move smoothly.
[0032] The cover member may include a cover moving
unit connected with the driving unit at the rear of the cover
body; and a fastening unit connecting the cover body with
the cover moving unit.
[0033] Preferably, the cover body is rotatably connect-
ed with the cover moving unit through the fastening unit.
A rear end of the cover body performs linear movement
forward and backward together with the cover moving
unit. Since the front end of the cover body is rotated with
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respect to the rear end of the cover body, the front end
of the cover body ascends up and down while moving
forward and backward.
[0034] To achieve the objects, according to one em-
bodiment of the present invention, a refrigerator compris-
es a cabinet having a storage space; a door for opening
and closing the storage space; a pair of support mem-
bers, each of which is provided at each of both sides of
the storage space; a storage member provided between
the pair of support members and inserted into and drawn
out along the support members, having an inlet on an
upper surface so that food is inserted therethrough; a
shielding member provided above the storage member,
for shieling a rear portion of the inlet of the storage mem-
ber; a cover member shielding a front portion of the inlet
of the storage member and moving in an opposite direc-
tion of a moving direction of the storage member by in-
terworking with insertion and draw-out operation of the
storage member, provided to ascend a front end while
moving backward between the shielding member and
the storage member when the storage member is drawn
out; and a driving unit connecting the storage member
and the cover member so as to interwork with each other.
[0035] The cover member may include a cover body
having a rear end provided to move forward and back-
ward and a front end provided to ascend while being ro-
tated based on the rear end during forward and backward
movement.
[0036] The cover member may include the cover body;
a cover moving unit connected with the driving unit at the
rear of the cover body; and a fastening unit rotatably con-
necting the cover body with the cover moving unit.
[0037] Preferably, the cover body is formed as an up-
wardly convex curved surface, and the upper surface of
the support members is formed as an upwardly convex
curved surface to be matched with the upwardly convex
curved surface of the cover body to support the cover
body.
[0038] A refrigerator according to one embodiment of
the present invention comprises a cabinet having a stor-
age space; a door for opening and closing the storage
space; a pantry assembly provided in the storage space,
forming a separate food storage space; a shielding mem-
ber provided above the pantry assembly, partially shield-
ing an upper surface of the pantry assembly; a pair of
support members arranged at both sides of the storage
space; a storage member provided between the pair of
support members and inserted into and drawn out along
the support members; a cover member partially shielding
an opened upper surface of the storage member, moving
in an opposite direction of a moving direction of the stor-
age member by interworking with insertion and draw-out
operation of the storage member; and a driving unit pro-
vided in the support members, connecting the storage
member and the cover member so as to interwork with
each other, wherein some of the opened upper surface
of the storage member is shielded by the shielding mem-
ber and the other opened upper surface is shielded by

the cover member in a state that the storage member is
insertee, and the cover member slidably moves to an
aera between the shielding member and the storage
member when the storage member is drawn out.
[0039] Preferably, the storage member is provided to
be more protruded forward than the shielding member in
a state that the storage member is inserted, and the cover
member is provided to shield the opened surface of the
storage member more protruded forward than the shield-
ing member.
[0040] An area spaced up and down may be formed
between the shielding member and the storage member
so that the cover member may be inserted into the spaced
area. Therefore, the cover member may smoothly move
backward without any disturbing element.
[0041] The shielding member is a drawer assembly
forming a separate storage space. To identify the drawer
assembly from the storage member, an element includ-
ing the storage member may be the pantry assembly.
[0042] The shielding member may be a plate shaped
rack on which food may be arranged.
[0043] The driving unit may include a second gear as-
sembly coupled with the storage member, moving in the
same direction as that of the storage member when the
storage member is inserted or drawn out; a first gear
member coupled with the cover member, moving in the
same direction as that of the cover member; and a con-
nection gear rotatably provided between the second gear
assembly and the first gear member, connecting the sec-
ond gear assembly with the first gear member.
[0044] Preferably, the second gear assembly, the first
gear member and the connection gear are provided out-
side the support members, and the support members are
provided with a second slot for proving a passage where
the second gear assembly and the storage member are
coupled with each other, and a first slot for providing a
passage where the first gear member and the cover
member are coupled with each other.
[0045] The first gear member is provided with a cover
coupling unit protruded toward an inner side of the sup-
port members by passing through the first slot, and a first
gear mounting unit into which the cover coupling unit is
inserted may be formed to be recessed at a side of the
cover member.
[0046] The first gear mounting unit is formed to be
opened backward.
[0047] One of the first gear mounting unit and the cover
coupling unit is provided with a hook protrusion which is
protruded, and the other one is provided with a hook
groove coupled with the hook protrusion.
[0048] The second gear assembly is provided to re-
lease coupling with the storage member when the cover
member moves backward at a maximum range, moves
to a draw-out direction of the storage member after cou-
pling with the storage member is released, and again
coupled with the storage member and then moves to-
gether with the storage member when the storage mem-
ber is inserted.
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[0049] The driving unit further includes an elastic mem-
ber that forces insertion of the storage member in a state
that the storage member and the second gear assembly
are coupled with each other.
[0050] One end of the elastic member is fixed to one
side of the support members, and the other end of the
elastic member is fixed to one side of the second gear
assembly.
[0051] The second gear assembly and the first gear
member are formed to be extended longitudinally in a
moving direction of the storage member, a rack gear cou-
pled with the connection gear by gear coupling is formed
along the extended direction in the second gear assem-
bly and the first gear member, and the connection gear
is a pinion gear.
[0052] The second gear assembly includes a second
gear member coupled with the connection gear by gear
coupling and a binding member rotatably coupled to one
side of the second gear member and selectively coupled
to the storage member by rotation.
[0053] The binding member is provided rotatably up
and down, is coupled with the storage member during
upward rotation, and is provided to release coupling with
the storage member during downward rotation.
[0054] A binding member protrusion which is protruded
is formed on a surface of the binding member toward the
support members, and is inserted into the support mem-
bers, whereby a binding member guide is formed to guide
movement and rotation of the binding member.
[0055] The binding member protrusion is formed at a
position spaced apart from a rotational axis of the binding
member.
[0056] The binding member guide includes a moving
guide formed to be extended forward and backward, sup-
porting the binding member protrusion in a state that the
binding member is rotated upwardly and guiding forward
and backward movement of the binding member protru-
sion, and a rotation guide extended downwardly at the
front end of the moving guide, downwardly rotating the
binding member by downwardly guiding the binding
member protrusion.
[0057] The rotation guide is extended from the front
end of the moving guide to a downward direction and is
formed to be inclined backward.
[0058] A hook portion in which the binding member pro-
trusion is bound and moves to the front of the second
gear assembly is formed in a portion where the rotation
guide and the rotation guide are in contact with each oth-
er. The binding member protrusion is detached from the
hook portion by rotation of the binding member, which is
caused by contact between one side of the storage mem-
ber and the binding member, when the storage member
is inserted.
[0059] A gear operation unit which is protruded is
formed at a side of the storage member, and a binding
portion into which the gear operation unit is inserted and
bound is formed to be recessed in the binding member.
The binding portion is opened in a draw-out direction of

the storage member during downward rotation of the
binding member, whereby the gear operation unit is de-
tached from the binding member.
[0060] To achieve the objects, according to one em-
bodiment of the present invention, a refrigerator compris-
es a storage compartment including an opened surface
communicated with the outside and providing a space
where refrigerating goods or freezing goods are stored;
a drawer provided to be drawn out of the storage com-
partment toward the front, including a storage unit pro-
viding the space where the refrigerating goods or the
freezing goods are stored and having an inlet on an upper
surface; the storage unit provided in the drawer, providing
the space where the refrigerating goods or the freezing
goods are stored and having the inlet on the upper sur-
face; first and second support members provided at both
facing ends of the drawer, providing a moving path of the
drawer; a cover member supported in the first and second
support members and located above the storage unit,
preventing a front area of the inlet from being externally
exposed; and a driving unit moving the cover member to
expose the inlet if the drawer moves to a direction of the
opened surface and moving the cover member so as not
to expose the inlet if the drawer moves to be far away
from the opened surface.
[0061] The driving unit may move the cover member
in an opposite direction of the moving direction of the
drawer. That is, the driving unit moves the cover member
to enlarge the inlet if the drawer moves in a draw-out
direction, and moves the cover member to close the inlet
if the drawer moves in an insertion direction.
[0062] The driving unit may include a first gear moving
along a direction parallel with a moving direction of the
cover member, fixed to the cover member; a second gear
moving along a direction parallel with a moving direction
of the drawer, fixed to the drawer; and a connection gear
rotatably provided between the first gear and the second
gear, connecting the first gear with the second gear.
[0063] The first support member may include a first
body to which the connection gear is rotatably fixed; a
first gear guider provided in the first body, guiding move-
ment of the first gear; and a second gear guider provided
in the first body, guiding movement of the second gear.
[0064] One embodiment of the present invention may
further include a first connector for coupling the first gear
with the cover member, and a second connector for cou-
pling the second gear with the drawer.
[0065] The first support member may include a first
body provided along a direction parallel with the moving
direction of the drawer; a first gear guider provided in an
opposite side of a side where the drawer is located in an
area of the first body, providing a moving path of the first
gear; a first slot provided in the first gear guider to pass
through the first body, providing a moving path of the first
connector; a second gear guider provided in an opposite
side of a side where the drawer is located in the area of
the first body; and a second slot provided in the second
gear guider to pass through the first body, providing a
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moving path of the second connector.
[0066] The second connector may further include a de-
tachable body coupled to the second gear by a hinge,
moving along the second slot, to which the drawer body
is detachably coupled; and a connector guider provided
in the second gear guider, detaching the detachable body
from the drawer when the drawer body is drawn out of
the storage space.
[0067] One embodiment of the present invention may
further include a gear operation unit protruded from the
drawer to the first body; first and second stoppers pro-
vided in the detachable body, providing a space in which
the gear operation unit is received; and a coupling axis
coupling the detachable body to the connector guider.
[0068] The connector guider may move the coupling
axis to allow the stopper provided to be close to the inlet
from the first and second stoppers to be far away from
the drawer if the drawer is drawn out of the storage com-
partment at a preset reference distance or more.
[0069] The connector guider may further include a first
axis guider provided in the second gear guider to be par-
allel with the moving direction of the drawer, providing a
moving path of the coupling axis; and a second axis guid-
er extended from the first axis guider to a direction far
away from the drawer, providing the moving path of the
coupling axis.
[0070] One embodiment of the present invention may
further include a protrusion provided in any one of the
drawer and the first body; and a drawer guider provided
in the other one of the drawer and the first body to be
parallel with a moving direction of the drawer, providing
a moving path of the protrusion.
[0071] The first support member may include a first
body provided along a direction parallel with the moving
direction of the drawer; and a first front curved portion
provided to be protruded from an upper surface of the
first body.
[0072] The second support member may include a sec-
ond body provided along a direction parallel with the mov-
ing direction of the drawer; and a second front curved
portion provided to be protruded from an upper surface
of the second body.
[0073] The cover member may include a cover body
supported in the first front curved portion and the second
front curved portion, preventing the front of the inlet from
being externally exposed; and a moving unit connected
with the first gear and rotatably coupled with the cover
body.
[0074] The first curved portion, the second curved por-
tion and the cover body may be provided to have the
same curvature.
[0075] One embodiment of the present invention may
further include a first cover guider provided in the first
front curved portion, supporting one end of an edge of
the cover body and guiding movement of the cover mem-
ber; and a second cover guider provided in the second
front curved portion, supporting the other end of the edge
of the cover body and guiding movement of the cover

member.
[0076] One embodiment of the present invention may
further include a protrusion provided in any one of the
cover body and the moving unit; and a slot provided in
the other one of the cover body and the moving unit to
receive the protrusion, providing a space where the pro-
trusion may move along a height direction of the drawer.
[0077] The cover member may be provided to cover
only a partial area of the inlet.
[0078] The drawer may further include a drawer com-
munication unit for communicating the storage unit with
the storage space.
[0079] The features in the aforementioned embodi-
ments may complexly be applied to the other embodi-
ments unless contradicted or exclusive.

Advantageous Effects

[0080] First of all, the cover member for partially
shieling the opened surface of the storage member in a
state that the storage member is inserted moves in an
opposite direction of the moving direction of the storage
member by interworking with insertion and draw-out op-
eration of the storage member. Therefore, since the stor-
age space wider than the draw-out width of the storage
member is exposed, the user may easily insert or draw
foods of a relatively great volume into or out of the storage
space even though the user draws the storage member
out of the storage space at a relatively small width. There-
fore, use convenience of the storage member may be
improved remarkably.
[0081] Secondly, in a state that the storage member is
inserted, the opened surface of the storage member is
partially shielded by the shielding member provided
above the storage member and the other opened surface
is shielded by the cover member. In this case, the cover
member slidably moves to the area between the shielding
member and the storage member when the storage
member is drawn out. Therefore, the cover member may
move without interfering with the other elements in the
refrigerator including the shielding member when the
cover member moves by interworking with the insertion
and draw-out operation of the storage member.
[0082] Thirdly, the driving unit connecting the storage
member with the cover member includes the second gear
assembly coupled with the storage member, the first gear
member coupled with the cover member, and the con-
nection gear connecting the second gear assembly with
the first gear member. At this time, since the connection
gear is rotatably provided between the first gear member
and the second gear assembly, the first gear member
and the second gear assembly may move in an opposite
direction.
[0083] Fourthly, since the driving unit further includes
the elastic member for forcing insertion of the storage
member, the storage member may easily be inserted by
the elastic force of the elastic member in a state that the
storage member is drawn out. Therefore, even though
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heavy food is received in the storage member, the user
may insert the storage member at a less force, whereby
use convenience is improved.
[0084] Fifthly, the second gear assembly is released
from coupling with the storage member when the cover
member moves backward at a maximum range, and is
again coupled with the storage member when the storage
member is inserted, whereby the second gear assembly
moves together with the storage member. Therefore, the
storage member is released from connection with the
driving unit in a state that the cover member moves back-
ward at a maximum range, whereby a draw-out operation
may be performed continuously.
[0085] Sixthly, the second gear assembly includes the
second gear member coupled with the connection gear
and the binding member rotatably coupled to the second
gear member and selectively coupled with the storage
member by rotation. The binding member is provided ro-
tatably up and down, and is provided to be coupled with
the storage member during upward rotation and to be
released from coupling with the storage member during
downward rotation. At this time, since the binding mem-
ber is released from coupling with the storage member
by downward rotation corresponding to a gravity direc-
tion, coupling release from the storage member may be
performed more stably.
[0086] Seventhly, in the coupling structure between
the first gear member and the cover member, the first
gear member is provided with the cover coupling unit
protruded inwardly, and the first gear mounting unit into
which the cover coupling unit is inserted and coupled is
formed to be recessed at the side of the cover member.
At this time, the first gear mounting unit is formed to be
opened toward the rear of the cover member. Therefore,
during coupling between the cover member and the first
gear mounting unit, since the cover member moves back-
ward and thus the first gear mounting unit is slidably in-
serted into the cover coupling unit, the first gear mounting
unit may easily be coupled with the cover member,
whereby assembly work may be performed easily.
[0087] Eighthly, the refrigerator may be provided in
which the cover member moves backward and then
moves automatically forward to close the storage space
of the storage member. Therefore, the cover member
may close the storage member even though the user
manipulates the storage member only without manipu-
lating the cover member.
[0088] Ninthly, the refrigerator may be provided, which
enlarge the area of the inlet of the storage member by
ascending the front end of the cover member. Particu-
larly, since the user’s eyes and the user’s hand approach
to the inlet in an oblique direction, the refrigerator may
be provided in which the area of the inlet of the storage
member may be more enlarged.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0089]

FIG. 1 is a perspective view illustrating that a door
of a refrigerator according to the embodiment of the
present invention is opened.
FIG. 2 is a cut view illustrating that a side storage
member and a pantry assembly in FIG. 1 are cut
based on 2’-2".
FIG. 3 is a view illustrating that a pantry assembly in
FIG. 2 is drawn out.
FIG. 4 is a perspective view illustrating an entire
structure of a pantry assembly according to the em-
bodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 5 is a perspective view illustrating a pantry as-
sembly into which a storage member in FIG. 3 is
inserted.
FIG. 6 is a perspective view illustrating a pantry as-
sembly from which a storage member in FIG. 5 is
drawn out.
FIG. 7 is a left side view illustrating a pantry assembly
into which a storage member according to the em-
bodiment of the present invention is inserted.
FIG. 8 is a left side view illustrating a pantry assembly
from which a storage member according to the em-
bodiment of the present invention is drawn out.
FIG. 9 is a view illustrating an inner structure of a
support member according to the embodiment of the
present invention.
FIG. 10 is a view illustrating an example of a refrig-
erator according to another embodiment of the
present invention.
FIGS. 11 and 12 are views illustrating examples of
a storage device (pantry assembly) according to an-
other embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 13 is a view illustrating an example of a driving
unit provided in a storage device shown in FIG. 11.
FIGS. 14 and 15 are views illustrating that a drawer
provided in the storage device shown in FIG. 11 is
arranged in a storage space.
FIGS. 16 and 17 are views illustrating that a drawer
provided in the storage device shown in FIG. 11 is
drawn out of a storage space.

Best Mode for Carrying Out the Invention

[0090] Reference will now be made in detail to the pre-
ferred embodiments of the present invention, examples
of which are illustrated in the accompanying drawings.
However, spirits of the present invention is not limited to
the embodiments, and other regressive invention or other
embodiments included in a range of spirits of the present
invention may be suggested easily by addition, modifi-
cation, deletion, etc. of anther elements.
[0091] FIG. 1 is a perspective view illustrating that a
door of a refrigerator according to the embodiment of the
present invention is opened.
[0092] As shown, an external the refrigerator accord-
ing to the embodiment of the present invention may be
formed by a cabinet 10 forming a storage space and a
door 20 for opening or closing the storage space.
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[0093] The storage space may be partitioned up and
down by a barrier 13, wherein a refrigerating compart-
ment 11 may be formed at an upper side based on the
barrier 13, and a freezing compartment 12 may be formed
at a lower side based on the barrier 12.
[0094] The barrier 13 may be provided to partition the
storage space from side to side, and the freezing com-
partment and the refrigerating compartment may be
formed by being partitioned from side to side. Also, the
storage space may not be partitioned, and this storage
space structure of the refrigerator is not limited to this
embodiment.
[0095] Meanwhile, the door 20 may include a refriger-
ating compartment door 21 and a freezing compartment
door 22. The refrigerating compartment door 21 may be
provided to open or close an opened front surface of the
refrigerating compartment 11 by means of rotation. The
freezing compartment door 22 may be provided to open
or close an opened front surface of the freezing compart-
ment 12 by means of rotation.
[0096] The refrigerating compartment 21 and the
freezing compartment door 22 may be provided in pairs
from side to side. In detail, the refrigerating compartment
door 21 may be provided in pairs from side to side, where-
in one of the doors may be opened or closed by rotation
of a left area of the refrigerating compartment 11, and
the other one door may be opened or closed by rotation
of a right area of the refrigerating compartment 11. The
freezing compartment door 22 may be provided in pairs
from side to side, wherein one of the doors may be
opened or closed by rotation of a left area of the freezing
compartment 12, and the other one door may be opened
or closed by rotation of a right area of the freezing com-
partment 12.
[0097] A plurality of members for receiving food, such
as baskets and daily corner, may be provided on a rear
surface of the door 20.
[0098] Meanwhile, a pantry assembly 50 of which stor-
age space of food is exposed by forward insertion and
draw-out may be provided in the storage space. The pan-
try assembly 50 is characterized in that a food storage
space having an area greater than a draw-out area is
externally exposed when the food storage space is drawn
out forward.
[0099] The pantry assembly 50 may be provided any-
where in the refrigerating compartment 11 and the freez-
ing compartment 12. Hereinafter, a structure that the pan-
try assembly 50 is provided in the refrigerator 11 will be
described in detail.
[0100] A rack 30 may be provided in the refrigerating
compartment 11. The rack 30 may be provided in a plate
shape for partitioning the refrigerating compartment 11
up and down, and a plurality of racks 30 may be provided
from side to side and up and down.
[0101] The pantry assembly 50, which may store food
separately, may be provided at a lower portion of the
refrigerating compartment 11. The pantry assembly 50
may be arranged at the lowest area of the refrigerating

compartment 11, and may be provided by being mounted
and supported in the barrier 13.
[0102] The pantry assembly 50 may be formed to have
a left and right width corresponding to a left and right
width of the refrigerating compartment 11 and then adjoin
left and right sidewalls of the refrigerating compartment
11.
[0103] The pantry assembly 50 may include a storage
member 200 (FIG. 2) inserted or drawn out forward or
backward. At this time, the storage member 200 may be
provided in a shape such as a drawer having a left and
right width corresponding to the left and right width of the
refrigerating compartment 11.
[0104] A shielding member for partially shielding an
opened upper surface of the storage member 200 in a
state that the storage member 200 is inserted, may be
provided above the pantry assembly 50.
[0105] The shielding member may be a drawer assem-
bly 40 that may store food separately, or may be a plate
shaped member such as a rack where food may be
mounted.
[0106] Hereinafter, the embodiment in which the
shielding member is a drawer assembly 40 will be de-
scribed.
[0107] The drawer assembly, which may store food
separately, may be provided above the pantry assembly
50. The drawer assembly 40 may be provided in a shape
on which food may be mounted, or may be provided to
be mounted on the pantry assembly 50.
[0108] FIG. 2 is a cut view illustrating that a side storage
member and a pantry assembly in FIG. 1 are cut based
on 2’-2", and FIG. 3 is a view illustrating that a pantry
assembly in FIG. 2 is drawn out.
[0109] The pantry assembly 50 may include the stor-
age member 200 that may be inserted or drawn out for-
ward or backward, and support members 300 and 400
to or from which the storage member 200 is inserted or
drawn out.
[0110] The storage member 200 may be provided with
a storage space 210 opened upwardly. That is, the stor-
age member 200 may be formed to have a lower surface
for forming the storage space 210 and a surrounding sur-
face protruded upwardly along a lower edge.
[0111] The support members 300 and 400 may be ar-
ranged at both sides of the storage member 200, and
may be provided to be fixed to an inner wall of the refrig-
erating compartment 11. The support members 300 and
400 may include a first support member 300 arranged at
the left side of the storage member 200 and a second
support member 400 (FIG. 4) arranged at the right side
of the storage member 200.
[0112] Meanwhile, in this embodiment, the first support
member and the second support member are provided
in the same structure for stable insertion and draw-out
operation of the storage member 200. In this embodi-
ment, the storage member 200 has a symmetrical struc-
ture from side to side. Therefore, a detailed structure of
the first support member 300 and a left structure of the
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storage member 200 will be described in detail for con-
venience of description.
[0113] A rail coupling unit 230 protruded outwardly may
be formed at the left side of the storage member 200.
The rail coupling unit 230 may be inserted into the first
support member 300, whereby a rail unit 310 to which
sliding movement is guided may be formed.
[0114] Meanwhile, the pantry assembly 50 may in-
clude a cover member 100 for partially covering the stor-
age space 210 of the storage member 200. The cover
member 100 may be provided to move in an opposite
direction of a draw-out direction of the storage member
200 when the storage member 200 is drawn out.
[0115] Meanwhile, a shielding member for covering the
other area of the storage space 210 except an area cov-
ered by the cover member 100 in a state that storage
member 200 is inserted in a maximum range may be
provided at an upper side of the storage member 200.
The shielding member may be the drawer assembly 40,
or may be a plate shaped member such as a rack on
which food may be mounted.
[0116] The storage space 210 may be categorized into
a front storage space 211 covered by the cover member
100 and a rear storage space 212 covered by the shield-
ing member in a state that the storage member 200 is
inserted in a maximum range.
[0117] The cover member 100 is arranged at the upper
side of the storage member 200 to correspond to the front
storage space 211, and may move backward when the
storage member 200 is drawn out forward, whereby the
storage space 210 of a front and rear length longer than
the draw-out distance of the storage member 200 may
be exposed. At this time, the cover member 100 may be
inserted into an area between the storage member 200
and the shielding member. To this end, an area spaced
up and down may be formed between the storage mem-
ber 200 and the shielding member. The cover member
100 may be arranged at a height corresponding to the
spaced area.
[0118] If the shielding member is the drawer assembly
40, the drawer assembly 40 may include a side drawer
42 inserted or drawn out forward or backward, in which
food is stored, and a side drawer case 41 in which the
side drawer 42 is mounted to be inserted or drawn out.
[0119] The side drawer case 41 may be provided to
cover upper and lower sides of the side drawer 42, and
may be formed to form a space opened forward to receive
the side drawer 42 and to be inserted or drawn out forward
or backward.
[0120] An upper surface of the side drawer case 41
may be formed in a plate shape such as the rack 30, to
allow food to be mounted thereon.
[0121] Meanwhile, the pantry assembly 50 may have
a structure protruded more forward than the drawer as-
sembly 40.
[0122] In detail, in a state that the storage member 200
and the side drawer 40 are initially inserted at a maximum
range, a front surface of the storage member 200 may

be protruded more forward than a front surface of the
side drawer 40. That is, the front surface of the storage
member 200 may be more protruded than the front sur-
face of the side drawer 40, thereby providing a step dif-
ference from the front surface of the side drawer 40.
[0123] At this time, the area of the storage member
200 more forward protruded than the side drawer 40 may
be the are covered by the cover member 100. That is,
the cover member 100 covers the area more forward
protruded than the side drawer 40 in a state that the stor-
age member 200 is inserted at a maximum range. When
the storage member 200 moves forward, the storage
member 200 moves backward, whereby the storage
space 210 of the storage member 200 may be exposed
more widely.
[0124] Meanwhile, as shown in FIG. 2, the spaced area
may be formed between the front surface of the storage
member 200 and the rear surface of the refrigerating
compartment door 21. Therefore, in the structure that the
refrigerating compartment 11 is opened or closed by a
pair of refrigerating compartment doors 21 and the stor-
age member 200 is formed at a size corresponding to
the left and right width of the refrigerating compartment
11, the storage member 200 may be drawn out even
though only one of the pair of refrigerating compartment
doors 21 is opened.
[0125] That is, after the user opens one refrigerating
compartment door 21, the storage member 200 may be
drawn out as much as the space where the rear surface
of the refrigerating compartment door 21 and the front
surface of the storage member 200 are spaced from each
other. At this time, the if the storage member 200 is drawn
out forward, the cover member 100 moves backward,
whereby the storage space 210 of the storage member
200 is more exposed than the draw-out distance. There-
fore, the user may more easily use the storage space
210 by opening only one of the refrigerating compartment
door 21 even in case that the draw-out distance of the
storage member 200 is restrictive.
[0126] FIG. 4 is a perspective view illustrating an entire
structure of a pantry assembly according to the embod-
iment of the present invention, FIG. 5 is a perspective
view illustrating a pantry assembly into which storage
member in FIG. 3 is inserted, and FIG. 6 is a perspective
view illustrating a pantry assembly from which storage
member in FIG. 5 is drawn out.
[0127] Referring to the drawings, the pantry assembly
50 may include the cover member 100, the storage mem-
ber 200, the first support member 300 and the second
support member 400.
[0128] The storage member 200 may be provided to
form the storage space 210 opened upwardly, and may
be provided with a manipulation unit 220 that is formed
on the front surface to be gripped by the user for insertion
and draw-out manipulation. The manipulation unit 220
may be formed to be recessed in a lower end of a front
surface of the storage member 200.
[0129] The cover member 100 may include a cover
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member 110 for covering a front storage space 211 of
the storage member 200, and an extension unit 120 ex-
tended from both rear ends of the cover member 110 to
a backward direction. The extension unit 120 is a portion
coupled to a first gear member 600 which will be de-
scribed later, and will be described in more detail with
reference to FIG. 9.
[0130] The pantry assembly 50 may include a driving
unit 500 that enables movement of the cover member
100 when the storage member 200 is drawn out.
[0131] The driving unit 500 may be provided in each
of the first support member 300 and the fourth support
member 400, and may be provided at outer surfaces of
the support members 300 and 400, which correspond to
an opposite side of a side toward the storage member
200 of the support members 300 and 400.
[0132] The driving unit 500 may include a second gear
assembly 700 coupled to one side of the storage member
200 and moved to a moving direction of the storage mem-
ber 200 when the storage member 200 is drawn out, a
first gear member 600 coupled to one side of the cover
member 100 and moved to an opposite direction of move-
ment of the second gear assembly 700, and a connection
gear 800 connecting the first gear member 600 with the
second gear assembly 700 and moving the first gear
member 600 and the second gear assembly 700 in an
opposite direction.
[0133] The first support member 300 may be formed
in a plate shape to cover the left side of the storage mem-
ber 200.
[0134] A rail unit 310 into which a rail coupling unit 230
of the storage member 200 is inserted may be formed at
an inner side corresponding to a surface toward the stor-
age member 200. The rail unit 310 forms a recessed
space to allow the rail coupling unit 230 to be inserted
thereinto, and may be extended forward and backward
such that the storage member 200 may slidably be
mounted on the rail unit 310. At this time, the recessed
space of the rail unit 310 is opened forward to enable
insertion of the rail coupling unit 230, and a front end of
the recessed space may be formed to be up and down
greater than the other portions, such that the rail coupling
unit 230 may easily be inserted thereinto.
[0135] Meanwhile, a driving member mounting unit
230 on which the driving unit 500 is mounted may be
formed on the outer side of the first support member 300.
A recess 321 in which the driving unit 500 is received
may be formed in the driving member mounting unit 230.
[0136] The recess 321 may be formed to be recessed
to enable the operation of the driving unit 500 in a state
that the driving unit 500 is received in the recess 321. As
the driving unit 500 is received in the recess 321, when
the first support member 300 is mounted at the inner
sidewall of the refrigerating compartment 11, interfer-
ence with the inner side of the refrigerating compartment
11 may be avoided.
[0137] A first guide 322 for providing a passage where
the first gear member 600 and the cover member 100

are coupled to each other and guiding forward and back-
ward movement of the first gear member 600 may be
formed at the inner side of the recess 321. To this end,
the first guide 322 may be provide with a first slot 322a
formed by partially cutting the side of the first support
member 300 and extended forward and backward.
[0138] A second guide 323 for providing a passage
where the second gear assembly 700 and the storage
member 200 are coupled to each other may be formed
at the inner side of the recess 321.
[0139] In detail, the second guide 323 may be formed
to be recessed at the outside of the first support member
300 such that a binding member 720 of the second gear
assembly 700, which will be described later, may be re-
ceived therein and then guided.
[0140] The second guide 323 may be protruded from
the inner side of the first support member 300. A second
slot 323a extended forward and backward may be formed
at the portion projected at the inner side of the first support
member 300 by being cut. The second slot 323a provides
a passage into which a gear operation unit 240 protruded
from the side of the storage member 200 is inserted and
the binding member 720 may be coupled, and may be
provided to guide movement of the gear operation unit
240. At this time, an input and output opening 323b (FIG.
9) opened forward may be formed at the front end of the
second slot 323a such that the gear operation unit 240
may be inserted into an inner side of the second slot 323a
when the storage member 200 is inserted.
[0141] Meanwhile, a binding member guide 324 for
guiding moving and rotation operation of the binding
member 720 may be formed below the second guide 323
at the inner side of the recess 321. The binding member
guide 324 will be described in detail with reference to
FIG. 7.
[0142] Meanwhile, the first gear member 600 may be
formed to be extended longitudinally forward and back-
ward, and a rack gear may be formed at the lower end
of the first gear member 600. The rack gear of the first
gear member 600 may continuously be formed from the
rear end to the front end of the first gear member 600.
At this time, the rack gear of the first gear member 600
may continuously be formed as much as a length corre-
sponding a moving distance of the cover member 100.
[0143] The second gear assembly 700 may include a
second gear member 710 and a binding member 720
rotatably coupled to one side of the second gear member
710.
[0144] The second gear member 710 may be formed
to be extended longitudinally forward and backward, and
a rack gear may be formed at its upper end. The rack
gear of the second gear member 710 may continuously
be formed from the front end of the second gear member
710 to the rear end thereof. At this time, the rack gear of
the second gear member 710 may be formed continu-
ously as much as a length corresponding the moving
distance of the cover member 100.
[0145] The binding member 720 may rotatably coupled
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to the front end of the second gear member 710, and
may be provided to be protruded toward the inner side
of the recessed space of the second guide 323, thereby
being received in the second guide 323. The binding
member 720 may be provided to be selectively coupled
to the gear operation unit 240 of the storage member 200
by rotation. Driving of the binding member 720 will be
described in more detail with reference to FIGS. 7 and 8.
[0146] Meanwhile, the connection gear 800 may be
provided rotatably between the first gear member 600
and the second gear member 710. The connection gear
800 may rotatably be fixed to the first support member
400 in an area between the first gear member 600 and
the second gear member 710.
[0147] The connection gear 800 may be a pinion gear,
and may be connected with a rack gear of the first gear
member 600 and a rack gear of the second gear member
710.
[0148] At this time, in a state that the storage member
200 is inserted at a maximum range, the connection gear
800 may be located such that a rear end of the rack gear
of the first gear member 600 may be coupled to the con-
nection gear 800 and a front end of the rack gear of the
second gear member 710 may be coupled to the con-
nection gear 800.
[0149] Therefore, if the second gear member 710
moves forward when the storage member 700 is drawn
out, the first gear member 600 moves backward by
means of rotation of the connection gear 800. Therefore,
the cover member 100 coupled to the first gear member
600 moves backward when the storage member 700 is
drawn out. If the second gear member 710 moves back-
ward when the storage member 700 is inserted, the first
gear member 600 moves forward by means of rotation
of an opposite direction of the connection gear 800.
Therefore, the cover member 100 moves forward when
the storage member 700 is inserted.
[0150] Meanwhile, the driving unit 500 may further in-
clude an elastic member 900 that provides an elastic
force to backward move the second gear assembly 700
coupled to the storage member 200. The elastic member
900 may provide an elastic force such that the storage
member 200 may be inserted automatically at a prede-
termined position.
[0151] One end of the elastic member 900 may be fixed
to one side of the second gear member 710, and the
other end of the elastic member 900 may be fixed to one
side of the rear end of the first support member 300. To
this end, a first elastic member mounting unit 711 to which
one end of the elastic member 900 is coupled may be
formed in the second gear member 710. A second elastic
member mounting unit 330 to which the other end of the
elastic member 900 is coupled may be formed in the rear
end of the first support member 300. Therefore, the elas-
tic member 900 may be elongated when the storage
member 200 is drawn out and thus the second gear mem-
ber 710 moves forward, and may provide an elastic force
such that the storage member 200 may be inserted au-

tomatically if the gear operation unit 240 and the binding
member 720 are coupled to each other.
[0152] FIG. 7 is a left side view illustrating a pantry
assembly into which a storage member according to the
embodiment of the present invention is inserted, and FIG.
8 is a left side view illustrating a pantry assembly from
which a storage member according to the embodiment
of the present invention is drawn out.
[0153] Referring to the drawings, the first gear member
600 may be located at an upper portion spaced apart
from the second gear assembly 700 at a predetermined
interval. The connection gear 800 may be formed to have
an outer diameter corresponding to a spaced width be-
tween the first gear member 600 and the second gear
assembly 700. The connection gear 800 may be con-
nected with the first gear member 600 and the second
gear member 710 between the first gear member 600
and the second gear member 710 by gear coupling.
[0154] In a state that the storage member 200 is in-
serted at a maximum range, the first gear member 600
may move forward at a maximum range, and the second
gear assembly 700 may move backward at a maximum
range. At this time, the rear portion of the rack gear of
the first gear member 600 and the front portion of the
rack gear of the second gear member 710 may be located
to be partially overlapped with each other. The connec-
tion gear 800 may be connected with the rear portion of
the rack gear of the first gear member 600 and the rear
portion of the rack gear of the second gear member 710
by gear coupling. The binding member 720 may be cou-
pled to the gear operation unit 240 of the storage member
200.
[0155] Therefore, in a state that the storage member
200 is inserted at a maximum range, the first gear mem-
ber 600 may move immediately backward when the stor-
age member 200 is drawn out. Therefore, the cover mem-
ber 100 is inserted backward together with draw-out op-
eration of the storage member 200.
[0156] Meanwhile, the binding member 720 may axi-
ally be coupled to a binding member mounting unit 712
formed at the front end of the second gear member 710,
thereby being rotated up and down. A binding unit 722
recessed in a shape corresponding to the gear mounting
unit 240 may be formed at the position corresponding to
the gear operation unit 240 at an upper end of the binding
member 720. Therefore, the in a state that the binding
member 720 is rotated upwardly, the gear operation unit
240 may be inserted into the binding unit 722 and then
coupled to the first gear assembly 700. If the binding
member 720 is rotated downwardly, the gear operation
unit 240 may be detached from the binding unit 722,
whereby a coupling state with the first gear assembly 700
may be released.
[0157] Meanwhile, a binding member protrusion 721
received in the binding member guide 324 may be formed
at one side of the binding member 720 forward spaced
apart from the rotation center of the binding member 720.
The binding member protrusion 721 may be protruded
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from the inner side of the binding member 720 headed
for the binding member guide 324. Therefore, the binding
member protrusion 721 may be inserted into the binding
member guide 324, whereby forward and backward
movement of the second gear assembly 700 may be
guided by the binding member guide 324.
[0158] The binding member guide 324 may be formed
to form a recessed space such that the binding member
protrusion 721 may be inserted into the recessed space.
The binding member guide 324 may include a moving
guide 324a and a rotation guide 324b.
[0159] The moving guide 324a may provide a function
of guiding forward and backward movement of the bind-
ing member 720 in a state that downward rotation of the
binding member 720 is avoided. To this end, the moving
guide 324a may be formed at the position corresponding
to the binding member protrusion 721 in a state that the
second gear assembly 700 moves backward at a maxi-
mum range and the binding member 720 is rotated up-
wardly, and may be formed to be extended forward.
[0160] Therefore, downward rotation operation of the
binding member 720 may be bound as the binding mem-
ber protrusion 721 is inserted into the moving guide 324a
and then supported in the inner lower surface of the mov-
ing guide 324a. Forward movement of the binding mem-
ber 720 may be guided in a state that downward rotation
is bound when the second gear assembly moves forward,
as the binding member protrusion 721 is guided by the
moving guide 324a extended forward.
[0161] The rotation guide 324b may provide a function
of releasing coupling with the storage member 200 by
downwardly rotating the binding member 720 in a state
that the storage member 200 is drawn out as much as a
predetermined distance. To this end, the rotation guide
324b may be formed to be extended from the front end
of the moving guide 324a to a downward direction.
[0162] In detail, the rotation guide 324b may be ex-
tended to be inclined toward a backward direction when
it is extended from the front end of the moving guide 324a
to the downward direction. The inner space of the rotation
guide 324b may be communicated with the inner space
of the moving guide 324a. A rounded round portion 324c
may be formed at an upper side connected with the mov-
ing guide 324a at the inner side of the rotation guide 324b.
[0163] Therefore, if the binding member protrusion 721
moves forward along the moving guide 324a and then is
located at the round portion 324c, the binding member
protrusion 721 is guided by the round portion 324c and
enters the rotation guide 324b. The binding member pro-
trusion 721 is guided by the rotation guide 324b and then
moves downwardly. Therefore, the binding member 720
is rotated downwardly, whereby the coupling state with
the gear operation unit 240 may be released.
[0164] At this time, the rotation guide 324b may be ex-
tended to be inclined toward a backward direction when
it is extended from the front end of the moving guide 324a
to the downward direction. Therefore, a hook portion
324d protruded upwardly and forward may be formed at

a lower side connected with the moving guide 324a at
the inner side of the rotation guide 324b.
[0165] Therefore, in a state that the binding member
is rotated downwardly, the binding member protrusion
721 is bound in the hook portion 324d, whereby the bind-
ing member 720 is maintained at a state that it is rotated
downwardly. That is, the second gear assembly 700 may
be maintained at a state that it moves forward without
moving backward by means of an elastic force of the
elastic member 900 in a state that the coupling with the
storage member 200 is released as the binding member
protrusion 721 is bound in the hook portion 324d.
[0166] Meanwhile, the binding member guide 324 may
be formed longitudinally at a length corresponding to a
moving distance of the cover member 100. That is, the
rotation guide 324b may be located to correspond to the
position of the binding member protrusion 721 in a state
that the cover member 100 moves backward at a maxi-
mum range. Therefore, the storage member 200 is drawn
out, the storage member 200 is coupled with the binding
member 720 until the cover member 100 moves back-
ward at a maximum range, whereby the cover member
100 moves. In a state that the cover member 100 moves
backward at a maximum range, the coupling with the
binding member 720 is released, whereby the storage
member 200 may be drawn out forward.
[0167] At this time, the first gear member 600 may
move backward at a maximum range, and the second
gear assembly 700 may move forward at a maximum
range. The connection gear 800 may be located at the
front end of the rack gear of the first gear member 600
and the rear end of the rack gear of the second gear
member 710.
[0168] In a state that the storage member 200 is drawn
out to release the coupling with the binding member 720,
the second gear assembly 700 moves forward and then
maintains a fixed state as the binding member protrusion
721 is bound in the hook portion 324d.
[0169] Meanwhile, when the storage member 200 in-
serted backward, the gear operation unit 240 is in contact
with one side of the binding member 722, whereby the
binding member protrusion 721 may be released from
the hook portion 324d. Therefore, the binding member
720 is rotated upwardly by contact with the gear operation
unit 240, whereby the binding member 720 may be cou-
pled with the gear operation unit 240. The second gear
assembly 700 coupled with the storage member 200 is
forcibly moved backward by the elastic force of the elastic
member 900. Therefore, the storage member 200 may
easily be inserted automatically backward by the elastic
force of the elastic member 900.
[0170] Particularly, in the structure of the second gear
assembly, the binding member 720 is rotatably provided
up and down and then is able to be selectively coupled
with the gear operation unit 240 by up and down rotation.
That is, the binding member 720 is rotated in a downward
direction corresponding to a direction on which gravity
acts, whereby the binding member 720 is released from
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the gear operation unit 240. The binding member protru-
sion 721 is located in the rotation guide 324b and then
bound in the hook portion 324d. Therefore, the binding
member protrusion 721 may stably be guided by the ro-
tation guide 324b by gravity when the storage member
200 is drawn out, whereby the binding member protrusion
721 may move downwardly. The binding member 720
may downwardly be rotated more stably. The binding
member protrusion 721 may more stably maintain the
state that it is bound in the hook portion 324d at the inner
side of the rotation guide 324b, by means of gravity.
Therefore, stable operation of the pantry assembly 50
may be ensured.
[0171] FIG. 9 is a view illustrating an inner structure of
a support member according to the embodiment of the
present invention.
[0172] Referring to FIG. 9, the rail unit 310 into which
the rail coupling unit 230 of the storage member 200 is
inserted may be formed at the inner side of the first sup-
port member 300. The rail unit 310 forms a recessed
space such that the rail coupling unit 230 may be inserted
into the recessed space, and may be formed to be ex-
tended forward and backward. The recessed space of
the rail unit 310 may be opened forward to enable inser-
tion of the rail coupling unit 230. A front end of the re-
cessed space may be formed to be greater than the other
portion up and down, thereby facilitating insertion of the
rail coupling unit 230.
[0173] Meanwhile, the second guide 323 may be
formed to be protruded from the inner side of the first
support member 300. A second slot 323a extended for-
ward and backward may be formed to be cut at the portion
where the second guide 323 is protruded toward the inner
side of the first support member 300.
[0174] The gear operation unit 240 may be inserted
into the second slot 323a to provide a passage where
the gear operation unit 240 may be coupled with the bind-
ing member 720. The second slot 323a may be provided
to guide movement of the gear operation unit 240. To
this end, an input and output opening 323b opened for-
ward may be formed at the front end of the second slot
323a such that the gear operation unit 240 may be in-
serted into the second slot 323a when the storage mem-
ber 200 is inserted.
[0175] Meanwhile, the first slot 322a that provides a
passage where the first gear member 600 is coupled with
the cover member 100 and guides forward and backward
movement of the first gear member 600 may be formed
to be cut at the upper portion inside the first support mem-
ber 300.
[0176] A cover coupling unit 610 protruded toward the
inner side of the first support member 300 by passing
through the first slot 322a may be formed in the first gear
member 600. A first gear mounting unit to which the cover
coupling unit 610 is coupled may be formed at both sides
of the cover member 100.
[0177] The first gear mounting unit 121 may be formed
outside the extension unit 120 of the cover member 100,

and may be recessed in a shape corresponding to the
cover coupling unit 610 so that the cover coupling unit
610 may be inserted into the first gear mounting unit 121.
The first gear mounting unit 121 may be formed to be
opened backward such that the cover coupling unit 610
may be inserted thereinto by slidably inserting the cover
member 100 from the front.
[0178] Meanwhile, the first gear mounting unit 121 may
be fixed to the protrusion of the cover coupling unit 610
by a coupling structure of a groove. For example, a hook
protrusion 122 protruded downwardly may be formed on
the upper surface inside the first gear mounting unit 121.
A hook groove 611 into which the hook protrusion 122 is
inserted and then bound may be formed at a position
corresponding to the hook protrusion 122 on the cover
coupling unit 610. Therefore, if the cover coupling unit
610 is inserted into the first gear mounting unit 121 by
sliding insertion of the cover member 100 from the front,
the cover member 100 and the first gear member 600
are easily coupled with each other by coupling of the
hook protrusion 122 and the hook groove 611.
[0179] Hereinafter, the refrigerator according to anoth-
er embodiment of the present invention will be described
in detail with reference to FIGS. 10 to 17. The storage
device and the pantry assembly in this embodiment may
be similar to those of the aforementioned embodiment.
The storage device and the pantry assembly in this em-
bodiment may be different from those of the aforemen-
tioned embodiment in ascending of the cover member.
That is, in this embodiment unlike the aforementioned
embodiment, the front end (portion where the cover
member is located at the front when covering the front
of the storage member) of the cover member ascends
when the cover member moves backward.
[0180] Elements shown in FIGS. 10 to 17 may be de-
scribed as reference numerals different from those of the
aforementioned embodiment even though the elements
are the same as or similar to those of the aforementioned
embodiment.
[0181] As shown in FIG. 10, the refrigerator of the
present invention may comprise storage spaces 11 and
12 provided in the cabinet, providing spaces in which
storage goods (refrigerating targets or freezing targets)
are received, and a heat exchanger 2 (see FIG. 15) for
exchanging heat with the air inside the storage spaces.
[0182] The storage spaces may be provided inside the
cabinet 10 in a plural number. FIG. 10 illustrates an ex-
ample that the storage spaces are categorized into a first
space 11 and a second space 12.
[0183] If the storage spaces are partitioned into the
first space 11 and the second space 12, the first space
11 may be provided as any one of the refrigerating com-
partment for refrigerating the storage goods and the
freezing compartment for freezing the storage goods,
and the second space 12 may be provided as the other
one of the refrigerating compartment and the freezing
compartment. In this case, the first space 11 and the
second space 12 may be partitioned from each other
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through a barrier 13.
[0184] However, the first space and the second space
may be provided to partition one space controlled by the
same temperature. That is, both the first space and the
second space may be provided as the refrigerating com-
partment or the freezing compartment.
[0185] Each of the spaces 11 and 12 may be provided
with an opened surface for drawing the storage goods
out toward the outside of the cabinet 10. That is, the first
space 11 may be provided to be communicated with the
outside of the cabinet 10 through a first opened surface
111, and the second space may be provided to be com-
municated with the outside of the cabinet through a sec-
ond opened surface 131.
[0186] The first opened surface 111 and the second
opened surface 131 may be provided to be opened or
closed by the door. That is, the first opened surface 111
may be provided to be opened or closed by one door, or
may be provided to be opened or closed by the pair of
doors 21 respectively provided at both ends which face
each other (see FIGS. 15 and 17).
[0187] Although not shown, the second opened sur-
face 131 may be provided to be opened or closed by one
door, or may be provided to be opened or closed by the
pair of doors respectively provided at both ends which
face each other.
[0188] The heat exchanger 2 (see FIG. 15) may include
a compressor 21A for compressing a refrigerant, a con-
denser 23A for condensing a refrigerant discharged from
the compressor by heat-exchanging the refrigerant with
the external air of the cabinet, an expansion valve 25A
for lowering a pressure of the refrigerant discharged from
the condenser, and an evaporator 27A for evaporating
the refrigerant by heat-exchanging the refrigerant, which
has passed through the expansion valve, with the air of
the storage spaces 11 and 12. Since the evaporator ab-
sorbs heat from the air inside the storage space, the air
circulating inside the storage space is cooled while pass-
ing through the evaporator. Therefore, the heat exchang-
er may control temperatures of the first space 11 and the
second space 12 to be lower than a room temperature.
[0189] To efficiently use the aforementioned storage
spaces, a storage device P is further provided in at least
any one of the first space 11 and the second space 12.
FIG. 10 illustrates an example that the storage device P
is provided in the first space 11.
[0190] Although FIG. 10 illustrates that the storage de-
vice P is supported by the barrier 13, if a rack (rack which
may support a drawer provided in the storage device),
which may support a lower portion of the storage device
P, exists in the first space 11 or the second space 12,
the storage device P may be provided to be supported
in the rack provided in the first space or the second space
not the barrier 13.
[0191] Hereinafter, for convenience of description, de-
scription will be given based on the storage device P
provided in the first space 11, having a lower surface
supported by the barrier 13.

[0192] The storage device P includes a storage mem-
ber or drawer 3 provided in the first space 11 to provide
a space where storage goods are received, and support-
ed by the barrier 13, and first and second support mem-
bers 300 and 400 for providing a moving path of the draw-
er 3.
[0193] As shown in FIG. 11, the drawer 3 includes a
drawer body 31 includes a drawer body 31 may be drawn
out of the first space 11 through the first opened surface
111, and a storage unit 311 provided in the drawer body
31, in which storage goods are stored.
[0194] The storage unit 311 may be communicated
with the outside of the drawer body 31 through an inlet
317 formed on an upper surface of the drawer body 31,
and the user may insert the storage goods or draw the
storage goods out of the storage unit 311.
[0195] Meanwhile, a front panel 312 may be provided
on a front surface (one surface of the drawer body toward
the first opened surface) of the drawer body 31, and a
handle 313, which may allow the user to draw out the
drawer body 31, may be provided on the front panel 312.
Moreover, at least partial area of the front panel 312 may
be made of a transparent material. This is to identify the
inside of the storage unit 311 at the front of the drawer
body 31.
[0196] A plurality of rollers 315 may further be provided
on the bottom of the drawer body 31 to easily draw or
insert the drawer body 31 out of or into the first space
11. The rollers 315 may rotatably be provided anywhere
in the drawer body 31 as far as the drawer body 31 may
be supported in the barrier 13.
[0197] The first support member 300 and the second
support member 400 may respectively be provided at
both ends of the drawer body 31, which face each other.
That is, the first support member 300 may be provided
to include a first body 51 provided along a direction in
parallel with a moving direction of the drawer body 31,
and the second support member 400 may be provided
to include a second body 61 provided along a direction
in parallel with a moving direction of the drawer body 31.
[0198] The drawer 3 includes a first rail coupling unit
32 protruded toward the first body 51 on the surface of
the drawer body 31, and a second rail coupling unit 33
protruded toward the second body 61 on the surface of
the drawer body 31, and the first body 51 and the second
body 61 may be provided with rail units 55 and 65 that
provide a moving path (path where the drawer body is
drawn out of or inserted into the first space) of the rail
coupling units 32 and 33.
[0199] That is, the first body 51 may include the first
rail unit 55, which provides a moving path of the first rail
coupling unit 32, and the second body 61 may include
the second rail unit 65 that provides a moving path of the
second rail coupling unit 33.
[0200] As shown in FIG. 11, the rail coupling units 32
and 33 may be provided in the first body 51 and the sec-
ond body 61, and the first rail unit 55 and the second rail
unit 65 may be provided on both sides of the drawer body
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31, which face each other.
[0201] The cover member 100 for opening or closing
the inlet 317 is provided at the upper portion of the drawer
body 31, and the cover member 100 opens or closes the
inlet 317 through the driving unit 500.
[0202] The cover member 100 is supported by the first
support member 300 and the second support member
400 and thus is located at the upper portion of the inlet
317, and the driving unit 500 exposes the inlet 317 by
moving the cover member 100 in an opposite direction
of the moving direction of the drawer body 31.
[0203] The cover member 100 includes a cover mem-
ber body 71 supported by the first body 51 and the second
body 61, a moving unit 75 moving in an opposite direction
of the moving direction of the drawer body 31 through
the driving unit 500, and a fastening unit 77 for connecting
the cover member body 71 with the moving unit 75.
[0204] The cover member body 71 may be made of a
transparent material to allow the user to identify the inside
of the storage unit 311 from the outside. A reference po-
sition of the cover member body 71 is the front of the inlet
317.
[0205] The reference position means the position (po-
sition of the cover member body when the drawer body
31 is located inside the first space 11) of the cover mem-
ber body 71 when the drawer body 31 is not drawn out
of the first space 11, and the cover member body 71 is
provided to close the front space of the inlet 317 at the
reference position.
[0206] Cover member flanges 711 and 713 (see FIG.
10) for supporting the cover member body 71 in the first
body 51 and the second body 61 are provided in the cover
member body 71. The cover member flanges 711 may
be categorized into the first cover member flange 711
supported in the first body 51, and the second cover
member flange 713 supported in the second body 61.
[0207] In this case, the first body 51 may further include
a flange storage groove 57 (see FIG. 10) in which the
first cover member flange 711 is received, and the second
body 61 may further include a flange storage groove 67
(see FIG. 10) in which the second cover member flange
713 is received.
[0208] The moving unit 75 may be provided in all
shapes that may connect the driving unit 500 with the
cover member body 71. In FIG. 11, the moving unit 75
includes a moving body 751 provided to form a plane
parallel with the inlet 317 and a bending unit 755 to which
the driving unit 500 is coupled by bending of both ends
of the moving body 751, which face each other.
[0209] The fastening unit 77 may include a protrusion
771 provided in any one of the cover member body 71
and the moving body 751, and a slot 773 provided in the
other one of the cover member body 71 and the moving
body 751, for receiving the protrusion 771.
[0210] FIG. 11 illustrates an example that the protru-
sion 771 is provided in the cover member body 71, and
the slot 773 is provided in the bending unit 755 of the
moving body. The slot 773 may be provided along a

height direction (Z-axis direction) of the bending unit 771
such that the protrusion 771 may move along a height
direction (Z-axis direction) of the drawer body 31. This is
to allow the cover member body 71 to move along the
height direction of the drawer body 31 if the cover mem-
ber body 71 is provided as a curved surface.
[0211] The driving unit 500 may include a first gear 91
supported in the first body 51 and fixed to the moving
unit 75, a second gear 93 supported in the first body 51
and fixed to the drawer body 31, and a connection gear
95 rotatably provided between the first gear 91 and the
second gear 93, connecting the first gear 91 with the
second gear 93. The connection gear 95 may rotatably
be fixed to the first body 51.
[0212] The first gear 91 may be provided as a rack gear
movably provided along a direction parallel with the mov-
ing direction (X-axis direction) of the cover member body
71, and the second gear 93 may be provided as a rack
gear movably provided along a direction parallel with the
moving direction (X-axis direction) of the drawer body
31. In this case, the connection gear 95 may be provided
as a pinion.
[0213] Therefore, the driving unit 500 becomes a
means for moving (X-axis direction) the cover member
body 71 to expose the inlet 317 if the drawer body 31
moves along a direction (X-axis direction) of the first
opened surface 111 and moving (X-axis direction) the
cover member body 71 so as not to expose the inlet 317
if the drawer body 31 moves along a direction (X-axis
direction) far away from the first opened surface 111.
[0214] Since the driving unit 500 that may be applied
to the embodiment of the present invention moves the
cover member body 71 in an opposite direction of the
moving direction of the drawer body 31, it is possible to
maximize the exposed area of the inlet 317 even though
the drawer body 31 moves only a little.
[0215] Unlike the aforementioned description, it is as-
sumed that the cover member 100 is fixed to the upper
portion of the drawer body 31 and the drawer body 31
may be drawn out of the first space 11.
[0216] The user should expose the inlet 317 to insert
or draw the storage goods into or out of the storage unit
311, and should draw the drawer body 31 out of the first
space 11 to expose the inlet 317.
[0217] In this case, the area where the inlet 317 is ex-
ternally exposed may be the same as the area where the
user draws the drawer body 31 out of the first space 11.
Therefore, the user should more and more draw the draw-
er body 31 out of the first space 11 if the volume of the
storage goods becomes great when inserting or drawing
the storage goods into or out of the storage unit 311.
[0218] However, since the driving unit 500 that may be
applied to the embodiment of the present invention
moves the cover member body 71 in an opposite direction
of the moving direction of the drawer body 31, the inlet
317 may be exposed as much as a sum of an area of the
inlet 317 exposed as the drawer body 31 is drawn out of
the first space 11 and an area of the inlet 317 exposed
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as the cover member body 71 moves along the inside of
the first space 11.
[0219] Therefore, according one embodiment of the
present invention, since the inlet 317 may be exposed at
an area greater than the upper area of the drawer body
31 exposed as the drawer body 31 is drawn out of the
first space 11, convenience may be provided to the user
when the user inserts or draws the storage goods into or
out of the storage unit 311.
[0220] That is, according to one embodiment of the
present invention, since the inlet 317 is exposed at an
area greater than the upper area of the drawer body 31
exposed as the drawer body 31 is drawn out of the first
space 11, it is convenient when the user inserts or draws
storage goods having a great volume into or out of the
storage unit 311.
[0221] The first gear 91, the second gear 93 and the
connection gear 95 may be provided only in any one of
the first support member 300 and the second support
member 400.
[0222] However, since a moving distance of one sur-
face of the moving body 751 which is in contact with the
first body 51 should be the same as a moving distance
of one surface of the moving body 751 which is in contact
with the second body 62, it is preferable that the first gear,
the second gear and the connection gear are respectively
provided in the first body 51 of the first support member
and the second body 61 of the second support member.
[0223] If the driving unit 500 is respectively provided
in the first support member 300 and the second support
member 400, a first gear guider 52 (first support first gear
guider) for providing a moving path of the first gear 92
and a second gear guider 54 (first support second gear
guider) for providing a moving path of the second gear
93 may be provided in the first body 51, and a first gear
guider 62 (second support first gear guider, see FIG. 10)
for providing a moving path of the second gear 93 and a
second gear guider 64 (second support second gear
guider, see FIG. 10) for providing a moving path of the
second gear 93 may be provided in the second body 61.
[0224] The first gear guiders 52 and 62 and the second
gear guiders 54 and 64 may be provided on a surface
toward the drawer body 31 from both surfaces of the first
body 51 and the second body 61, or may be provided on
an opposite side toward the drawer body 31.
[0225] If the first gear guiders 52 and 62 and the second
gear guiders 54 and 64 are respectively provided on one
surface of the first body 51 and one surface of the second
body 61 toward the drawer body 31, the connection gear
95 should rotatably be fixed to one surface of the first
body 51 and one surface of the second body 61 toward
the drawer body 31.
[0226] Meanwhile, the first gear guider 52 and the sec-
ond gear guider 54 of the first support unit 5 may be
provided on the opposite side of the side toward the draw-
er body 31 of the area of the first body 51, and the first
gear guider 62 and the second gear guider 64 of the
second support unit 5 may be provided on the opposite

side of the side toward the drawer body 31 of the area
of the second body 61 (FIG. 11).
[0227] In this case, the first gear 91 should be connect-
ed to the moving body 751 through a first connector 911,
and the second gear 93 should be connected to the draw-
er body 31 through a second connector 94. Therefore, a
first slot 521A provided along a direction parallel with a
moving direction of the cover member body 71, for pro-
viding a moving path of the first connector 911 should be
provided inside the first gear guider 52 of the first support
unit, and a second slot 541 provided along a direction
parallel with a moving direction of the drawer body 31,
for providing a moving path of the second connector 94
should be provided inside the second gear guider 62 of
the second support unit.
[0228] Likewise, a first slot 621A for providing a moving
path of the first connector 922 should be provided in the
first gear guider 62 of the second support unit 6, and a
second slot 641 for providing a moving path of the second
connector 94 should be provided in the second gear guid-
er 64 of the second support unit.
[0229] The first gear guiders 52 and 62 and the second
gear guiders 54 and 64 may be provided in all shapes
that may implement the aforementioned function.
[0230] In FIGS. 10 and 11, as an example, the first
gear guiders 52 and 62 are provided to surround the first
gear 91, thereby providing the moving path of the first
gear 91, and the second gear guiders 54 and 64 are
provided to surround the second gear 93, thereby pro-
viding the moving path of the second gear 93.
[0231] In this case, a first communication unit 523A for
coupling the connection gear 95 to the first gear 91 may
be provided in the first gear guider 52 of the first support
unit, and a second communication unit 543 for coupling
the connection gear 95 to the second gear 93 may be
provided in the second gear guider 54 of the first support
unit. The first gear guider 62 and the second gear guider
64 of the second support unit are provided in the same
structure.
[0232] Meanwhile, according to one embodiment of
the present invention, to more enlarge the area of the
inlet 317 opened by the cover member body 71, first
curved portions 511 and 513 may be provided on the
upper surface of the first body 51, and second curved
portions 611 and 613 may be provided on the upper sur-
face of the second body 61.
[0233] The first curved portion may include a first front
curved portion 511 located at the front on the upper sur-
face of the first body 51 and a first rear curved portion
513 extended from the first front curved portion 511 to
the rear of the upper surface of the first body 51, and the
second curved portion may include a second front curved
portion 611 located at the front on the upper surface of
the second body 61 and a second rear curved portion
613 extended from the second front curved portion 611
to the rear of the upper surface of the second body 61.
[0234] In this case, the first front curved portion 511
and the second front curved portion 611 may be provided
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to have the same curvature, and the cover member body
71 may be provided as a curved surface having the same
curvature as that of the first front curved portion and the
second front curved portion.
[0235] As shown in FIG. 12, if the curved portions 511
and 611 are provided at the front on the upper surfaces
of the bodies 51 and 61, when the cover member body
71 moves to the rear of the first space 11 as much as the
same distance S, the exposed area A1 of the inlet cor-
responding to the case that the curved portion is not pro-
vided is greater than the exposed area A2 of the inlet
corresponding to the case that the curved portion is pro-
vided. Therefore, the first front curved portion 511 and
the second front curved portion 611 become means for
maximizing the exposed area of the inlet 317 inside the
first space 11 of which volume is limited.
[0236] Meanwhile, a case that the drawer body 31
should be detached from the first space 11 may occur in
the storage device P having the aforementioned struc-
ture. In order that the drawer body 31 is detached from
the first space 11, it is preferable that the second con-
nector 94 is detachably provided in the drawer body 31.
[0237] As shown in FIG. 11, the second connector 94
may be provided to further include a detachable body
941 to which the drawer body 31 is detachably coupled,
and a connector guider 97 for detaching the detachable
body 941 from the drawer 31 when the drawer body 31
is drawn out of the first space 11.
[0238] As shown in FIG. 13, the detachable body 941
is inserted into the second slot 541 and moves along the
inside of the second slot 541, wherein detachable body
941 is connected to the second gear 93 through a hinge
947 and coupled to the connector guider 97 through a
coupling axis 945.
[0239] A gear operation unit detachably coupled to the
detachable body 941 is provided in the drawer body 31,
and may be provided as a groove provided as the drawer
body 31 is concavely bent, or may be provided as a pro-
trusion (see FIG. 11) protruded from the drawer body 31
toward the first body 51.
[0240] FIG. 13 illustrates an example of the detachable
body 941 when the gear operation unit 35 is provided in
a shape protruded from the drawer body 31 to the first
body 51. In this case, a groove 943 to which the gear
operation unit 35 is detachably coupled is provided in the
detachable body 941.
[0241] The groove 943 is provided to be fixed to the
detachable body 941, and may be formed by a first stop-
per 943a and a second stopper 943b, which are spaced
apart from each other as much as a space in which the
gear operation unit 35 may be received. The first stopper
943a is defined as a stopper close to the first opened
surface 11 out of which the drawer body 31 is drawn, and
the second stopper 943b is defined as a stopper provided
to be further away from the first opened surface 111 than
the first stopper 943a.
[0242] The connector guider 97 is a means for moving
the coupling axis 945 to allow the first stopper 943a lo-

cated to be close to the first opened surface 111 to be
far away from the drawer body 31 if the drawer body 31
is drawn out of the first space 11 at a preset reference
distance L (see FIG. 15) or more.
[0243] The connector guider 97 may include a guider
body 971 provided inside the second gear guider 54, hav-
ing a first surface 973 (see FIG. 11) and a second surface
975, and axis guiders 977 and 979 provided in the guider
body 971 to allow the coupling axis 945 to be inserted
thereinto.
[0244] The first surface 973 is an opened surface for
allowing the detachable body 942 provided inside the
guider body 971 to be connected with the second gear
93, and the second surface 975 is an opened surface for
allowing the detachable body 974 to be inserted into the
second slot 541.
[0245] Meanwhile, the axis guiders are provided as the
first axis guider 977 and the second axis guider 979 pro-
vided to pass through the guider body 971, wherein the
first axis guider 977 is provided in parallel with the moving
direction of the drawer body 31 and the second axis guid-
er 979 is provided to be extended from the first axis guider
and far away from the drawer body toward the first
opened surface 111.
[0246] Unlike the aforementioned description, the con-
nector guider 97 may be implemented in such a manner
that the first axis guider 977 and the second axis guider
979 are provided in the second gear guider 54.
[0247] Hereinafter, the operation procedure of the stor-
age device P according to the embodiment of the present
invention will be described with reference to FIGS. 14 to
17.
[0248] FIG. 14 illustrates that the drawer body 31 is
not drawn out of the first space 11. In this case, since the
cover member body 71 is at the reference position, a
front space of the inlet 317 of the storage unit is not ex-
posed externally by the cover member body 71.
[0249] Since the cover member body 71 and the mov-
ing unit 75 should reciprocate at the upper portion of the
drawer body 31, a sum of lengths of the cover member
body 71 and the moving body 751 with respect to the
draw-out direction (X-axis direction) of the drawer body
31 is shorter than the length of the inlet 317 with respect
to the draw-out direction of the drawer body 31.
[0250] Therefore, the air supplied to the first space 11
through the heat exchanger 2 (see FIG. 15) will be sup-
plied into the storage unit 311 through the space formed
at the rear of the moving body 751. In order that the air
supplied through the heat exchanger 2 enters the storage
unit 311 more easily, a storage space communication
unit 37 may further be provided on a surface of the drawer
body 31, which is located in a direction of the air entering
the first space 11.
[0251] FIG. 15 illustrates that the air enters the storage
unit through a rear surface of the first space 11. In this
case, the storage space communication unit 37 may be
provided on the rear surface of the drawer body 31. The
storage space communication unit 37 may be provided
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as a hole that passes through the drawer body 31, or
may be provided as a groove bent concavely from the
upper end of the drawer body 31.
[0252] If the user draws the drawer body 31 out of the
first space 11 through the handle 313 in the state of FIG.
15, the gear operation unit 35 and the detachable body
941 move to the same direction as the drawer body 31.
[0253] If the detachable body 941 moves to the same
direction (X-axis direction) as the drawer body 31, the
first gear 91 may move to an opposite direction (-X-axis
direction) of the moving direction of the drawer body 31
may means of the connection gear 95.
[0254] Since the first gear 91 is connected with the
moving body 751, the cover member body 71 connected
to the moving body 751 will move toward an opposite
direction of the moving direction of the drawer body 31
(move toward a rear surface of the first space).
[0255] As shown in FIG. 7, the cover member body 71
will move the rear surface of the first space 11 (move
toward -X-axis direction) when the drawer body 31
moves. Therefore, in the present invention, the inlet 317
may be exposed as much as a sum of the area of the
inlet 317 exposed as the drawer body 31 is drawn out of
the first space 11 and the area of the inlet 317 exposed
as the cover member body 71 moves through the inside
of the first space 11.
[0256] Moreover, since the first front curved portion
511 and the second front curved portion 611 are provided
at the front on the upper surface of the first support unit
5 and the second support unit 6 by which the cover mem-
ber body 71 is supported, according to one embodiment
of the present invention, the exposed area of the inlet
317 may be maximized.
[0257] The aforementioned effect may be very useful
when a means for supporting storage goods, such as a
rack, is located at the upper portion of the storage device
P. If an interval between the support means located at
the upper portion of the storage device P and the storage
device P is narrow, the user should more and more draw
the drawer body 31 out of the first space 11 to insert
storage goods having a great volume into the storage
unit 311. In the present invention, the inlet 317 may be
exposed at an area greater than the draw-out area of the
drawer body 31.
[0258] Meanwhile, since the slot 773 for connecting
the protrusion 771 provided in the cover member body
71 with the moving body 751 is provided to allow the
protrusion 771 to move along a height direction (Y-axis
direction) of the drawer body, when the cover member
body 71 moves to the rear of the drawer body 31 along
the first front curved portion 511 and the second front
curved portion 611, the surface of the cover member body
71 may move to the rear of the drawer body 31 along
each of the curved portions 511 and 611.
[0259] Since the cover member flanges 711 and 713
(see FIG. 10) provided in the cover member body 71 are
inserted into flange storage grooves 57 and 67 respec-
tively provided in the support units 5 and 6, a problem

that the cover member body 71 is twisted when the mov-
ing body 751 moves is solved.
[0260] If the cover member body 71 is twisted at the
upper portion of the drawer body 31, it may be difficult to
move the cover member body 71 to the rear of the drawer
body 31, whereby cover member guiders in which an
edge of the cover member body 71 is received may fur-
ther be provided in the curved portions 511 and 513 of
the first body and the curved portions 611 and 613 of the
second body in addition to the flanges 711 and 713 and
the flange storage grooves 57 and 67.
[0261] That is, a first cover guider 56 (see FIG. 10) in
which the edge of the cover member body 71 is received
may further be provided in the first rear curved portion
511 and the first rear curved portion 513, and a second
cover guider 66 (see FIG. 10) in which the edge of the
cover member body 71 is received may further be pro-
vided in the second front curved portion 611 and the sec-
ond rear curved portion 613.
[0262] If the drawer body 31 is required to be detached
from the first space 11 to clean the drawer body 31 for
example, the user has only to pull the drawer body 31 in
a direction of the first opened surface 111.
[0263] As shown in FIG. 17, if the drawer body 31 is
drawn out of the first space 11 at a reference distance L
or more, the drawer body 31 becomes detachable from
the driving unit 500. The reference distance L may be
defined as a moving distance of the gear operation unit
35 that allows the coupling axis 945 to enter the second
axis guider 979.
[0264] If the drawer body 31 is drawn out of the first
space 11 at the reference distance or more, the coupling
axis 945 may move to a direction far away from the drawer
body 31 by means of the second axis guider 979. In this
case, since the first stopper 943a moves to a direction
far away from the drawer body 31, the gear operation
unit 35 may be detached from the groove 943 of the de-
tachable body 941.
[0265] In the embodiments described with reference
to FIGS. 10 to 17, the elastic member 900 is omitted.
However, in this embodiment, the elastic member 900
may be provided in the same manner as the other em-
bodiments. The elastic member enables automatic inser-
tion of the storage member and automatic shielding of
the cover member. Since movement of the storage mem-
ber interworks with movement of the cover member, the
user may manipulate the storage member only without
manipulating the cover member. Therefore, the user may
use the storage member very conveniently.
[0266] It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that
the present invention may be embodied in other specific
forms without departing from the spirit and essential char-
acteristics of the invention. Thus, the above embodi-
ments are to be considered in all respects as illustrative
and not restrictive. The scope of the invention should be
determined by reasonable interpretation of the appended
claims and all change which comes within the equivalent
scope of the invention are included in the scope of the
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invention.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

[0267] Industrial applicability is disclosed in the de-
tailed description of the present invention.

Claims

1. A refrigerator comprising:

a cabinet having a storage space;
a door for opening and closing the storage
space;
a pair of support members, each of which is pro-
vided at each of both sides of the storage space;
a storage member provided between the pair of
support members and inserted into and drawn
out along the support members, having an inlet
on an upper surface so that food is inserted
therethrough;
a shielding member provided above the storage
member, for shieling a rear portion of the inlet
of the storage member;
a cover member shielding a front portion of the
inlet of the storage member, moving in an op-
posite direction of a moving direction of the stor-
age member by interworking with insertion and
draw-out operation of the storage member and
moving backward between the shielding mem-
ber and the storage member when the storage
member is drawn out; and
a driving unit connecting the storage member
and the cover member so as to interwork with
each other.

2. The refrigerator according to claim 1, wherein the
storage member is provided to be more protruded
forward than the shielding member in a state that the
storage member is inserted, and the cover member
is provided to shield a front portion of the inlet of the
storage member more protruded forward than the
shielding member.

3. The refrigerator according to claim 1, wherein an ar-
ea spaced up and down is formed between the
shielding member and the storage member so that
the cover member may be inserted into the spaced
area.

4. The refrigerator according to claim 1, wherein the
shielding member is any one of a drawer assembly
forming a separate storage space and a rack on
which food is mounted.

5. The refrigerator according to any one of claims 1 to
4, wherein the driving unit includes:

a second gear assembly coupled with the stor-
age member, moving in the same direction as
that of the storage member when the storage
member is inserted or drawn out;
a first gear member coupled with the cover mem-
ber, moving in the same direction as that of the
cover member; and
a connection gear rotatably provided between
the second gear assembly and the first gear
member, connecting the second gear assembly
with the first gear member.

6. The refrigerator according to claim 5, wherein the
second gear assembly, the first gear member and
the connection gear are provided outside the support
members, and the support members are provided
with a second slot for proving a passage where the
second gear assembly and the storage member are
coupled with each other, and a first slot for providing
a passage where the first gear member and the cover
member are coupled with each other.

7. The refrigerator according to any one of claims 1 to
6, wherein the second gear assembly is provided to
release coupling with the storage member as the
storage member is drawn out, so as to release inter-
working between the storage member and the cover
member.

8. The refrigerator according to claim 7, wherein the
storage member and the second gear assembly are
again coupled with each other as the storage mem-
ber is inserted in a state that the coupling between
the storage member and the second gear assembly
is released.

9. The refrigerator according to claim 8, wherein the
storage member is elastically deformed as it is drawn
out, so as to provide an elastic member for providing
an elastic restoring force in an insertion direction of
the storage member and a forward moving direction
of the cover member.

10. The refrigerator according to claim 9, wherein one
end of the elastic member is fixed to the support
members, and the other end of the elastic member
is fixed to the second gear assembly.

11. The refrigerator according to claim 10, wherein the
second gear assembly includes:

a second gear member connected with the con-
nection gear by gear coupling; and
a binding member rotatably coupled to the sec-
ond gear member and selectively coupled with
the storage member by rotation.

12. The refrigerator according to any one of claims 1 to
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11, wherein the cover member includes a cover body
provided to ascend a front end when the cover mem-
ber moves backward, enlarging an area of the inlet.

13. The refrigerator according to claim 12, wherein the
cover body is supported in an upper surface of the
support members.

14. The refrigerator according to claim 13, wherein the
upper surface of the support members is formed as
an upwardly convex curved surface, and the cover
body is formed as an upwardly convex curved sur-
face to be matched with the upwardly convex curved
surface of the support members in shape.

15. The refrigerator according to claim 14, wherein the
cover member includes:

a cover moving unit connected with the driving
unit at the rear of the cover body; and
a fastening unit connecting the cover body with
the cover moving unit.

16. The refrigerator according to claim 15, wherein the
cover body is rotatably connected with the cover
moving unit through the fastening unit.

17. A refrigerator comprising:

a cabinet having a storage space;
a door for opening and closing the storage
space;
a pair of support members, each of which is pro-
vided at each of both sides of the storage space;
a storage member provided between the pair of
support members and inserted into and drawn
out along the support members, having an inlet
on an upper surface so that food is inserted
therethrough;
a shielding member provided above the storage
member, for shieling a rear portion of the inlet
of the storage member;
a cover member shielding a front portion of the
inlet of the storage member and moving in an
opposite direction of a moving direction of the
storage member by interworking with insertion
and draw-out operation of the storage member,
provided to ascend a front end while moving
backward between the shielding member and
the storage member when the storage member
is drawn out; and
a driving unit connecting the storage member
and the cover member so as to interwork with
each other.

18. The refrigerator according to claim 17, wherein the
cover member includes a cover body having a rear
end provided to move forward and backward and a

front end provided to ascend while being rotated
based on the rear end during forward and backward
movement.

19. The refrigerator according to claim 18, wherein the
cover member includes:

the cover body;
a cover moving unit connected with the driving
unit at the rear of the cover body; and
a fastening unit rotatably connecting the cover
body with the cover moving unit.

20. The refrigerator according to claim 19, wherein the
cover body is formed as an upwardly convex curved
surface, and the upper surface of the support mem-
bers is formed as an upwardly convex curved surface
to be matched with the upwardly convex curved sur-
face of the cover body to support the cover body.
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